
 

 

 

 

By Laurel Deppen  –  Reporter, Louisville Business First  
Mar 3, 2023  

Editor's note: This special report on public safety is part one of our quarterly 2023 Opportunity 
Louisville series, which looks at issues facing our area and how we might improve. We also have 
stories on LMPD efforts and safety downtown specifically. The next in this series will examine 
Louisville’s Ninth Street Divide and Waterfront Park expansion. Parts III and IV will look at the 
local BlueOval plant impact, and higher education and research. 

Whenever a shooting occurred in Louisville, Anthony Smith would receive a notice on a pager. 

He’d get another notice on the status of the victim afterward.  

Smith’s choice to get these real-time notifications was deliberate because he wanted to feel the 
impact of that kind of disruption on the community and the imbalance it creates. At the time, 
Smith was the leader of the Office of Safe and Healthy Neighborhoods, a city division focused on 
violence prevention.  

“It’s not just, you wake up in the morning and you get a report,” Smith said. “This thing is going 
off in the middle of the night. That’s disruptiveness is happening in our communities through 
different hours of the day.” 

Today, Smith is the executive director of Louisville-based Cities United, a national organization 
which helps cities take a holistic approach to public safety — specifically gun violence — to end 
the shooting and homicide rate of young Black men and boys and build healthy and safe 
communities for them. 



Part of that work involves changing the narrative of what is considered public safety, he told 
Louisville Business First in a recent interview. 

Of course, that topic of public safety has dominated conversations across Greater Louisville in 
recent years. New Mayor Craig Greenberg made it one of the central focal points of his successful 
campaign. 

“Public safety is related to everything,” Greenberg told us in a sit-down interview earlier this year. 
“It’s the foundation for a safe, strong, healthy, vibrant community. We’re focused on improving 
public safety — [it’s] our No. 1 issue because 160 people were killed last year in our city, because 
hundreds more were impacted by gun violence and other crimes. 

 

 
Louisville Mayor Craig Greenberg speaks during a press conference last month at Metro Hall held to 
announce new policy regarding confiscated firearms.      Christopher Fryer 

    “For us to grow, for us to have kids who are educated in Louisville and stay in Louisville — for 
us to have good opportunity for everyone, we need to have a safer city.” 

It’s a problem that directly impacts some of Louisville’s younger residents. Though crime has been 
on the rise everywhere for the past several years, Louisville is unique in its rate of youth homicide. 

Beyond the real, urgent and human cost of crime, people are making decisions based on the 
perceived safety — or lack there of — in the city. Whether it’s to headquarter a company here or 
where to live, shop, eat and raise a family. 



Crime statistics and how crime is dealt with have become major factors for businesses in site 
selection, according to John Boyd, principal of Florida-based The Boyd Company Inc., which works 
with businesses on site selection and relocation. 

“There are consequences here to this crime issue. A major goal for economic development 
officials is to encourage and create a climate where people get back to work,” Boyd said. “You 
think of all the retail and restaurants and bars that rely on people in the office Downtown Monday 
through Friday.” 

Louisville isn’t alone in dealing with the crime issue, but Boyd said there is a feeling that the city 
should be getting more talent that wants to leave larger cities as part of the nationwide great 
migration phenomenon due to its relatively low cost of living.  

He thinks it could also attract more young workers. 

“People that may not want to necessarily move to Austin [Texas] or South Florida or Phoenix,” 
Boyd said. “I think Louisville should be positioning itself to attract more of that type of migrating 
worker — and addressing crime and prosecuting crime is fundamental to achieving that.” 

That’s the focus of our first in a quarterly series for 2023 called Opportunity Louisville, where we 
take a look at important issues facing our city and ideas to improve in those various facets. 

Safety has always been a topic of conversation for businesses looking to locate in Louisville, but 
over the past few years it has become more of a concern, according to Benjamin Moore, director 
of economic development at Louisville Forward, a city department aimed at business growth. 

The agency gives companies data on crime as well as allowing them time to speak with leaders 
from Louisville Metro Police Department. 

Louisville Forward also gives companies comparison data between Louisville and other cities they 
are interested in. Often, an organization’s top priorities when relocating are the availability of 
workforce, affordability and if a community reflects its corporate values in terms of diversity, 
equity and inclusion, Moore said. 

“There are a lot of variables that companies consider when they’re looking to locate in a new 
community or expand in a community: Everything from available real estate and costs and 
workforce,” Moore said. “… Sometimes safety or even the perception of safety comes into that 
consideration.” 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Widespread recognition of an ongoing problem  

Beyond Greenberg, community and business leaders have placed the broad concept of public 
safety among top priorities. 

This includes the deployment money the city received from the American Rescue Plan (ARP), a 
federal $1.9 trillion economic stimulus bill passed in response to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

 

 



 

American Rescue Plan Distribution 

Louisville Metro Government received $388 million in ARP funds, and it allocated $67 million of 
the funds to address public safety. Other money was invested in affordable housing, healthy 
neighborhoods and workforce development. These one-time funds were invested in three areas 
for public safety:  

 $39.5M — Police and police technology 
 $19.1M —Violence intervention and response 
 $8.5M —Youth development 

 

Other ARP allocations, affordable housing, healthy neighborhoods and workforce development, 
don’t bare the “public safety” moniker, yet still are effective in decreasing violence, said Harrison 
Kirby, lead researcher on the Greater Louisville Project. 

The money invested in Louisville creates a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, but it is one-time 
money and won’t become recurring revenue, Greenberg said at a recent luncheon hosted by 
several local financial professional organizations. 

ARP funds make room to start new programs which make an impact like more opportunity, 
educational enrichment and extracurricular economic experiences for youth. 

“It’s very tough. If you just create a program now, you have to have a plan for that in the future 
when this one-time money expires,” Greenberg said. “We really do need to grow, and so trying 
to figure out how to make things happen quickly is a challenge.” 

Following the data on crime and safety 

The Greater Louisville Project had been asked by various community leaders to look at crime and 
safety in Louisville for almost a year. When the organization — an independent, nonpartisan data 
initiative — set out to find the numbers, Lopa Mehrotra, project director of GLP, knew they 
needed to be careful in the reporting. 

“There are a lot of narratives around violence in the community that we don’t want to feed,” 
Mehrotra said. “We want to make sure if we do this, we do this in a way that’s really fair and 
that’s really helpful and that doesn’t cause any harm” by way of perpetuating stereotypes. 

 



 
Audience members look on as Data Scientist Harrison Kirby goes over information from the Greater 
Louisville Project’s Safer City by Design report presentation at the Muhammad Ali Center last month.      
Christopher Fryer   

GLP is funded by some of Louisville’s key philanthropic foundations including the Community 
Foundation of Louisville, the James Graham Brown Foundation and the Brown-Forman 
Foundation. 

Though crime rates rose nationally in 2020, Louisville experienced a trend different than others. 
Among its peer cities, Louisville has one of the highest rates of youth and young adult homicide, 
according to data from the Greater Louisville project. This primarily includes those from ages 15 
to 24. Youth from the ages 15 to 24 represent only 12% of Louisville’s entire population, but they 
are 30% of those who lose their lives due to homicide. They are 50% of the individuals who 
commit homicide in the city. 

In 2018, 20 young people died by homicide, but in 2021, that number was 60. This is significantly 
more young people than many of Louisville’s peer cities identified by GLP (see the graphic above.) 
Louisville has the fourth-highest amount of youth homicides among those 17 cities, GLP’s data 
show. 

Homicide in general in Louisville has increased drastically over the past three years. In 2020, 175 
people died by homicide and another 197 died in 2021. This number eased slightly in 2022, with 
163 homicides, but this is still significantly higher than the number from 2019: 101. 



Burglary is Louisville’s most frequent crime, followed by assault and auto theft, according to data 
from AH Analytics, a data consulting firm for public agencies. But homicide has a far greater 
human cost.  

Another misconception of homicide in Louisville is that it’s limited to specific areas. Though there 
are pockets of the city with higher rates, homicides occurred across the city, according to GLP’s 
data. 

Violence intervention and youth development programs are seen by many as key in tackling the 
disproportionately high homicide rate among young people. Some such programs are run by the 
Louisville Metro Office of Youth Development, KentuckianaWorks, and the Louisville Metro 
Office of Safe and Healthy Neighborhoods (OSHN). 

“Building a safer city really means focusing on very young people, when they’re teenagers and 
young adults,” Kirby said. 

These youth-focused programs have experienced funding declines in the past several years. 
Between 2011 and 2021, funding toward such departments fell 38%. The ARP funding will help 
these programs recover, but it won’t last forever. It will be used entirely by the end of 2024. 

When Cities United begins working with communities, it begins by talking about creating safe 
and healthy communities for Black youth. It never begins by talking about crime. 

“At the end of the day, what we’re really talking about is the systems that have failed these young 
men and women,” Smith said. “The systems that have failed these families that we’ve got to 
address and start working there.” 

Some of these programs specifically address the needs of “disconnected youth,” the term the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention uses to describe young people who aren’t working or 
in school. Louisville ranks worst among its peer cities for number of disconnected Black youth 
(see the graphic above). Of young Black people age 16-24, 31.4% are disconnected, according to 
GLP. 

“A big part of our challenge right now is so many juveniles in our city don’t have hope and 
opportunity,” Greenberg said at the recent luncheon. “They are born into extremely challenging 
circumstances in life through no fault of their own. Whether it’s for lack of a strong parental 
failure or another relative that has been a mentor to them, whether it’s because of their 
impoverished situation that their family is in, whether it’s because they live in a neighborhood 
that hasn’t seen investment in our entire lifetime.”  

 

 



 
Louisville Mayor Craig Greenberg speaks during a press conference at Metro Hall in early January that was 
held to address recent violence after 10 homicides occurred in the first 10 days of 2023. Christopher Fryer 

   
Prevention and intervention a key part of the strategy 

Smith hopes to see a shift in the public safety conversation from solely focusing on policing, jails 
and detention centers — which he views as reactionary intervention — to preventative safety.  

Think access to quality and affordable housing, mental and physical health care and quality 
education. 

Of the 60 youth homicides in Louisville in 2021, 55 victims were Black and 48 were young Black 
men. 

“We’re losing way too many young Black men, boys to this issue,” said Smith. “… It’s about 
making sure that we [can] save more lives, create better opportunities, especially for young Black 
men and boys who look like me, look like my sons, and look like my brother.” 

“A greater proportion of young Black men died in one year due to homicide than Louisville 
residents died due to Covid-19 over the course of the pandemic,” Kirby, with GLP, said. 
“Addressing youth homicide with all of the resources available to us is important for creating a 
safer city not just a safer part of the city.” 

GLP recommends addressing violence as a public health issue: by looking at systemic factors and 
not just individual behaviors.  



The group identified both risk and protective factors that impact youth. Risk factors are those 
that indicate a young person is more likely to become involved in violence. Those include chronic 
stress, residential instability, poverty, lack of access to experienced teachers and limited 
economic opportunities. 

Protective factors decrease this risk. Some include high educational aspirations, positive 
relationships with adults, positive influence from peers and neighborhoods which are well 
maintained. 

While the Louisville Metro Police Department focuses on the suppression of violence, the Metro 
Office of Safe and Healthy Neighborhoods focuses on the prevention and intervention of it. 

OSHN tailors its programs to address violence from different angles, sometimes even structuring 
programs for a particular city block based on what they’ve learned from residents and businesses 
of areas experiencing a high amount of violence. It also works with individuals who are 
considered at high risk of causing violence in the city.  

The office is conducting neighborhood assessments in six areas across the city where it examines 
what could be causing violence and creates strategies to fix it. Those areas are Smoketown, 
Portland, Shawnee, Russell, Newburg and Park Hill. It also works on a $20,000 grant program 
where it partners with grass roots organizations that helping to address some of these issues. 

Sometimes it’s as simple as fixing a streetlight. Yet it can also be much more complicated. 

“We want people to understand that it takes a while to work with someone,” said Paul Callanan, 
director of OSHN. “If someone’s heavily involved in gangs or in a violent culture, it takes a while 
to pull them away. There’s a whole process that goes into play with that.” 

The office provides wraparound services which extends to the family of the individual if they are 
under 18. It begins with gang intervention services, Callanan said, which lasts no less than nine 
months to a year to help them move away from that culture. This addresses the immediate need 
to get the person to safety which includes getting them a place to live and helping them stop 
using drugs if applicable. 

After they have been stabilized in safety, they will do a full assessment with the individual which 
looks at their mental health, employment, education and other risk factors. 

 



 
 Krista Gwynn, right, wipes away tears after speaking about the impact of gun violence on her family during 
a press conference last month at Louisville Metro Hall held to announce new policy regarding confiscated 
firearms. Her late son, Christian Gwynn, was killed by a drive in a drive-by shooting in 2019, and her 
daughter, Victoria, was injured in a shooting less than two 

   
In Louisville, there are organizations like No More Red Dots, which sends highly trained 
professionals in diffusing mediation into communities to identify the most at-risk individuals.  

Pivot to Peace is a group which works with people inside of hospitals who have been injured due 
to a shooting or stabbing. That group begins working with the injured by their bedside and works 
to make sure they don’t end up in the hospital again or their inner circle doesn’t retaliate with 
more violence. 

These individuals will be connected to other resources when they are ready, which Smith said is 
key.  

“Some of this is just hoping to make sure that they don’t shoot and that they can put the gun 
down,” Smith said. “When they’re ready, you want to make sure that there’s housing, there’s 
jobs.” 

The way Callanan’s office looks at violence reduction is twofold: It begins by working on the 
immediate need and what can be done now to address it.  

In the long term, to reduce violence, there has to be investment within those communities. Both 
must be done with care. 



“We have to be very careful when you’re looking at crime reduction models or violence 
prevention models or economic development,” Callanan said. “When economic development 
occurs in one neighborhood, [we have to ensure] it doesn’t displace populations to another 
neighborhood, where it could create conflict and create violence.” 

Russell: A Place of Promise is an initiative which works to develop Black wealth in a community 
without displacement. It’s financially backed by Cities United. 

“It’s not that you open up businesses and take over, you open up businesses to hire folks here,” 
Smith said. “You open a business to be a partner here. You open up businesses to support the 
local ecosystem, but it’s always investment without displacement.” 

These long-term solutions build the capacity of the neighborhoods to let their residents prosper 
and job creation in the neighborhoods are also needed. 

But it’s important in these conversations to remember that each neighborhood is different. 

“The idea for every neighborhood is to work with people to better understand collectively within 
that neighborhood what is the perception vs. reality,” Callanan said. “How do they see crime in 
that neighborhood impacting them? Then based on those answers, design a plan that makes 
them safer or feel safer in their neighborhood as well, too.” 

Responses are unique to the specific fears of people in the area. Callanan used the example of 
police presence in areas, which make some people feel safe but make others feel the opposite. 

The work of the police department, OSHN and other community programs couldn’t stand alone. 
Callanan emphasized that each and more play a role in violence reduction and public safety. 

Smith echoed that sentiment as well. 

“We’re talking about public safety in a new way, because if we talk about it in the old way, then 
it’s going to go back to criminalize, and it’s going to go back to punishment in jail, and that’s all 
we’re going to have,” Smith said. “That’s not the only tool we need.” 

Smith said cities which are seeing a reduction in youth homicide have been investing in violence 
prevention programs for years. 

“They didn’t invest yesterday,” Smith said. “They invested years ago and they stayed focused on 
those that are most impacted.”  

 


